Abstract. Tables and catalogs, which present the processed data and results in a synthetic form, are one of the basic components used for the dissemination of knowledge in our discipline. In the present context of generalized electronic publication on the WWW, the readability and the access to the tabular material is a key issue; a full accessibility and connectivity of widely distributed databases require rationalizations and standardizations. These roles are presented and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The tabular form is the form which is preferred by the authors for presenting their quantitative results: this presentation, where the numbers representing similar quantities are properly aligned, has the advantage of compactness and readability. Although important data characteristics are best visualized by a graph or a plot, the graphical representations cannot display all values with their full accuracy.
The electronic tables have numerous advantages compared with the paper editions: all the advantages of the electronic media (ease of duplication, immediate availability in data processing, flexibility, search capabilities) apply directly to the electronic tables. The electronic tables are moreover not subject to the constraints of the papersize, which allows the manipulation of multi-million row tables, or tables made of thousands of columns which would be unprintable...
The "computer-readable" versions of astronomical catalogs is a very old story: the creation of the first electronic catalog was achieved almost 60 years ago for a set of 40000 stars (see Eckert 1937) . Nowadays virtually every astronomical catalog is first created in a computer.
Catalogs and tables in electronic form have been stored at data centers like the CDS for over 25 years. The recent growth of the accumulated material is illustrated in Table 1 , which shows that the number of new catalogs acquired each year increased from a typical figure of 25 in the late 1980s to 350 -there is therefore one new catalog per day. But providing an access to just the numbers contained in the tables is not enough: as already stressed by Jaschek (1989) in his "Data in Astronomy" book, a proper understanding and interpretation of the data requires an accurate description of the tabular material in terms of : (1) description of the context of the data: the research program (purpose of the data), the instrumentation, the location in time and space, etc. or, at least, a reference to such a description; (2) description of the meaning of each table and of the relationship among the set of tables; (3) full description of the meaning of each column of each table, with proper referencing, indication of the units, the average accuracy, etc. It should be noted that this description is even more important now. Open access to the electronic tables and catalogs on the network means that the users of astronomical data come from a wider community who are frequently unfamiliar with the conventions and units in usage in our discipline.
ROLE OF A STANDARDIZED DOCUMENTATION
The importance of a Description dedicated to the electronic astronomical data has been perceived by the data centers since the beginning of their activity 25 years ago, and it led to the distribution of printed documentations for machine-readable catalogs, essentially upon the initiative of the NASA/GSFC Data Center. Now when the tables are almost only in electronic form, the documentation has also moved to an electronic version. To facilitate the usage of the data in a large variety of contexts and data processing systems, the description naturally evolved to a Standardized Documentation of the tabular data which combines the readability of the documentation (it is a plain text file named ReadMe) with a set of conventions on how this documentation file is arranged, allowing unambiguous interpretation by dedicated software. The first version of this Standard Documentation has been described by Ochsenbein (1994) ; it is now shared with other astronomical catalog producers and is accessible on the Web. This standard documentation plays now a key role, allowing the operations of:
• Verification of the data: a dedicated program anafile "compiles" the standard documentation and verifies that the tables conform to their description); • Edition of excerpts (horizontal and/or vertical sections) of tables; • Transformation to other data formats: the FITS format with its extensions to tables (Grosb0l et al. 1988 ) is used in the major astronomical data processing systems, and the FTP server at CDS performs a conversion into FITS on request (see Ochsenbein 1995) . Another new application, the VizieR system, is described in Section 4, and some new applications are currently being developed (see Section 6).
The possibilities offered by the existence of the standard documentation also encourages the documentation of the older catalogs in this way. This task is in progress, as the last column of Table 1 shows, and we expect that all electronic catalogs will have their standard documentation within the next year.
ORGANIZATION OF THE TABLES AND CATALOGS AT CDS
The problem of locating the interesting catalog is also different now when over a thousand catalogs are available. Traditionally, the electronic catalogs were categorized in sections related to classical astronomical techniques (astrometry, photometry, spectroscopy), and we have kept the same scheme in the directory tree structure of our FTP files (Table 2) . New sections such as High-Energy were recently created. But the volume of the recent catalogs, having their origin in the publication of A&A electronic tables, lead to the creation of a directory tree based on the reference of the publication (the J section). The catalogs saved at CDS have now a unique storage location (the FTP directories), a unique format (plain ASCII files), and a unique description (the ReadMe file described above). But access to the catalogs (the interfaces to the data) has evolved considerably, with the following milestones:
• FTP access installed in March 1992; automatic conversion to FITS available on request in January 1995;
• WWW access (the Astronomer's Bazaar) in January 1994;
• DBMS access (VizieR) in January 1996 (see Section 5).
The number of accesses to the stored catalogs also evolved drastically: the growing usage of the CDS FTP service as a source of astronomical catalogs is summarized in Table 3 . This activity, in terms of network bandwidth usage, is currently equivalent to a permanent network load of 1 Kb/s. 
THE VizieR SERVICE
The VizieR service is a merger of a part of ESIS (European Space Information System), initiated by ESA, with the CDS set of documented catalogs. It was developed in 1995, opened in February 1996, and is now under responsibility of CDS.
VizieR is a facility for retrieving individual entries from any of the ~ 1000 catalogs having a standard description. The basic access to VizieR is through a WWW query form, at the URL http : //vizier. u-strasbg.fr.
Accessing to data from VizieR consists of a few well identified steps: (1) locate one interesting catalog or a set of them; (2) apply on the selected table(s) the desired constraints: either specify the vicinity of some position in the sky (which can be the name of an astronomical source known in SIMBAD), and/or apply selection criteria to any of the columns; (3) display the full records of the matching rows.
VizieR makes use of a DBMS engine to store the data and their definition (the meta-data). The reader is referred to Ochsenbein (1996) for a general description of the system. Let us just mention here that the generation of the query forms, as well as the incorporation of new catalogs (the VizieR pipe-line) is fully automatic as soon as the standard documentation described in Section 2 is available. As a result, over 950 catalogs were accessible in VizieR at the time this paper was written (July 1996).
A&A ELECTRONIC TABLES
Now when virtually all the papers are submitted to the astronomical journals in electronic form, it seemed appropriate to develop a collaboration directly with the journal editors, instead of addressing specific requests to the authors of large astronomical tables. An agreement between the A&A Editor and the CDS for the distribution of the A&A electronic tables from the CDS started in 1993, and a first report on this collaboration was presented by Ochsenbein & Lequeux (1995) . 1975  3800  540  1600  80  1985  5400  770  2500  120  1990  8000  990  3500  130  1993  10600  1100  25  3900  200  53  1994  12600  1300  45  3600  240  98  1995  10800  1223  51  3600  269  109 Now after 3.5 years of experience, we can give a few figures about the importance and usage of tables in electronic form from A&A papers: -the frequency of published papers having associated electronic tables is shown in Table 4 : about 4% in the main Journal, and 40% in the Supplements; -the frequency of usage of the electronic tables is summarized in Table 5 . The numbers may look rather small, but they have to be compared with the average number of people reading the whole paper, which is said to be 1.5 (A.G. Hearn, at this meeting). Another interesting feature is that the number of copies made seems to reach its maximum after one year for A&A tables, meaning that copies are rarely made for papers older than one year. Meanwhile, the number of copies of the Supplement tables continues to increase with time. 
THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE
The interconnectivity between the electronic tables and the other existing or developing services on the network -bibliographical services, abstracts, databases and archives, etc. -is a key issue of the future, which has also been stressed by Genova (1997) in this conference. Along these lines, we are trying to set up a common URL syntax for accessing excerpts of catalogs or archives. This is being done in collaboration with other astronomical data providers. The preliminary project is described in the Web pages at the URL http ://vizir.u-strasbg.fr/proj/asu.htm.
At CDS, the following developments directly related to the exploitation of the role of the standard documentation are under way: -an improvement in the presentation of the tabular data: the evolution of the HTML language (HTML 3) now allows much improved tabular displays, and some extensions to scientific expressions (e.g. sub-and super-scripts) are now possible; -the development of a Catalogue Server by Position·, the VizieR service does not at present allow the submission of a query over a large number (> 30) of catalogs. This new Catalogue Server retrieves the individual records from hundreds of catalogs, but only on the basis of celestial coordinates. It is already operational as a prototype for ALADIN, an image server developed at CDS for multi-wavelength cross-identifications (see Bartlett et al. 1996) ; -a facility of automatic comparisons between catalogs and other major databases like SIMBAD. We can also imagine that automatized cross-comparison tools between new tabular data and the previously published material will become accessible: this would help the authors and the referees to cross-check the new results before the actual publication, improving thereby the reliability of the published material.
Finally, the very large catalogs of the order of 10 9 objects which are under way (the giga-catalogs coming out of the APS, DENIS, 2MASS, SLOAN, etc. projects) is another challenge for the future: we have to ensure that our systems will be able to work efficiently with such huge tables.
